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Abstract. Based on a sample of individuals, we focus on inferring the vector of species
relative abundance of an entire assemblage and propose a novel estimator of the complete
species-rank abundance distribution (RAD). Nearly all previous estimators of the RAD use
the conventional ‘‘plug-in’’ estimator p̂i (sample relative abundance) of the true relative
abundance pi of species i. Because most biodiversity samples are incomplete, the plug-in
estimators are applied only to the subset of species that are detected in the sample. Using the
concept of sample coverage and its generalization, we propose a new statistical framework to
estimate the complete RAD by separately adjusting the sample relative abundances for the set
of species detected in the sample and estimating the relative abundances for the set of species
undetected in the sample but inferred to be present in the assemblage. We ﬁrst show that p̂i is a
positively biased estimator of pi for species detected in the sample, and that the degree of bias
increases with increasing relative rarity of each species. We next derive a method to adjust the
sample relative abundance to reduce the positive bias inherent in p̂i. The adjustment method
provides a nonparametric resolution to the longstanding challenge of characterizing the
relationship between the true relative abundance in the entire assemblage and the observed
relative abundance in a sample. Finally, we propose a method to estimate the true relative
abundances of the undetected species based on a lower bound of the number of undetected
species. We then combine the adjusted RAD for the detected species and the estimated RAD
for the undetected species to obtain the complete RAD estimator. Simulation results show that
the proposed RAD curve can unveil the true RAD and is more accurate than the empirical
RAD. We also extend our method to incidence data. Our formulas and estimators are
illustrated using empirical data sets from surveys of forest spiders (for abundance data) and
soil ciliates (for incidence data). The proposed RAD estimator is also applicable to estimating
various diversity measures and should be widely useful to analyses of biodiversity and
community structure.
Key words: Good-Turing theory; relative abundance; sample coverage; species abundance distribution
(SAD); species-rank abundance distribution (RAD).

INTRODUCTION
Most plant and animal assemblages are characterized by a few common species and many uncommon
or rare species. A major research aim of ecology is to
understand the mechanisms and processes that generate and shape the differences among species abundances (Whittaker 1965, 1970, 1972; see McGill et al.
2007 for a review). A broad array of conceptual and
methodological frameworks has been proposed to
model and interpret species abundance patterns
among assemblages. These previous approaches encompass a wide range of biological and statistical
models, from classic analyses of the log series (Fisher
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et al. 1943), log-normal distribution (Preston 1948),
and broken-stick distribution (MacArthur 1957, 1960)
to more recent treatments of mechanistic neutral
(Caswell 1976, Hubbell 2001) and niche-partitioning
(Sugihara 1980, Tokeshi 1990) models; see Magurran
(2004) and Magurran and McGill (2011) for overviews.
In this study, we mainly focus on inferring the
relative abundance or frequency of every species in an
entire focal assemblage, including species undetected by
sampling. Based on a sample of n individuals,
ecologists often use the conventional ‘‘plug-in’’ estimator ( p̂ i ¼ Xi/n, sample relative abundance/frequency) to
estimate the true relative abundance pi or probability of
species i, where Xi is the number of individuals
observed of species i in the sample. These sample
relative abundances have routinely been used to
compute species diversity and evenness measures
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(Magurran 2004) and to obtain the empirical plots of
the species abundance distribution (SAD) and speciesrank abundance distribution (RAD); see McGill et al.
(2007). The empirical RAD curve depicts a so-called
Whittaker (1965) plot: the sample relative abundance
on the y-axis (often with a log10 -transformation to
accommodate several orders of magnitude), with the
species list, ranked from the most abundant species to
the least abundant, on the x-axis. Based on a sample of
species abundances from an assemblage, we propose a
new statistical framework for inferring the SAD/RAD
of the entire assemblage. We focus on the RAD
estimation because the RAD conveys the same information as the SAD, and the RAD can be used visually
to demonstrate the advantages of our approach and to
reveal the novelty of our method.
Beginning with seminal work by R. A. Fisher and
F. W. Preston in the 1940s, ecologists have ﬁt various
statistical models to species or species-rank abundance
data; see Magurran (2004) for a review. These
distribution-ﬁtting approaches to estimating the complete RAD are entirely dependent on the use of the
plug-in estimator for detected species. This approach
seems natural and intuitive, because the sample relative
abundance is considered to be an unbiased estimator of
the true species relative abundance under popular
sampling models (Lehmann and Casella 1998). As we
explain by simple examples and statistical theory,
‘‘unbiasedness’’ can be achieved only by averaging
out all possible species occurrences, including both
nonzero occurrences (which are detected in the sample)
and zero occurrences (which are not). In nearly all
practical applications, however, data consist of the
detected species only. The undetected species cannot be
included in the data because we do not know whether
or not the focal assemblage includes any unobserved
species.
This study ﬁrst addresses the following questions:
given the detection of a species in a sample, is its sample
relative abundance an unbiased estimator of that
species’ true relative abundance? If not, can the bias
be reduced or eliminated? These questions are related
to a longstanding challenge in community ecology of
characterizing the relationship between the SAD in the
entire assemblage and the observed SAD in a sample.
Most previous approaches (e.g., Dewdney 2000, Green
and Plotkin 2007) are based on a parametric assumption about the SAD of the entire assemblage. In this
study, we provide a simple and transparent nonparametric relationship. For any species detected in the
sample, we demonstrate that the plug-in estimator is a
positively biased estimator of the true relative abundance of the species when the sample is not complete.
We provide a method to reduce this inherent positive
bias.
The next question this study addresses is, without
assuming a particular statistical distribution for the
underlying SAD/RAD, is it feasible to estimate the
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relative abundances of the undetected species? In
Preston’s (1948) pioneering work, a log-normal model
was used to estimate the portion of the assemblage
behind a lower limit of observed abundance that he
called the ‘‘veil line.’’ The ﬁtted log-normal distribution
is used to push back the veil line to estimate the number
and relative proportions of the undetected species. But
Preston’s analysis depends on the restrictive assumption
of a known log-normal model. In different contexts,
Gotelli et al. (2010) and Chazdon et al. (2011) addressed
this problem in a nonparametric way, but it has not
previously been applied to the estimation of the
complete RAD.
Here, we describe a general method for estimating
the RAD for both detected and undetected species to
address these questions. Our method is based on the
Good-Turing sample coverage theory and a generalization of that theory that is derived for the ﬁrst time in
this study. The basic theory was originally developed
by A. Turing and I. J. Good for their famous
cryptographic analyses during World War II. Turing
never published this theory, but gave permission to
Good to publish it (Good 1953, 2000). Good and
Turing discovered that the total probabilities (total true
relative abundances) for those species detected in a
sample (sample coverage) can be very accurately
estimated based only on the sample data themselves.
This result implies that the complement of sample
coverage (the total probabilities for those species
undetected in the sample; coverage deﬁcit sensu Chao
and Jost [2012]) can also be very accurately estimated.
However, as we will show, this information, although
essential, is not in itself sufﬁcient to properly adjust for
the biases caused by using the plug-in estimator p̂i of
species relative abundance, nor is it sufﬁcient to
accurately estimate the relative abundances for undetected species. We generalize the Good-Turing sample
coverage theory to show that there are other aspects of
undetected species that we can estimate accurately, and
that these measures of information are required to
construct a complete RAD.
We separately estimate the RAD for species detected
and undetected in a sample. Based on the Good-Turing
sample coverage theory and its generalization, we show
how to adjust the sample relative abundance of each
detected species to better estimate its true relative
abundance. Using an estimate of the number of
undetected species in the sample (the Chao1 estimator;
Chao 1984), we assume that the functional form of the
relative abundances of undetected species follows a
simple geometric series model (although any other
models or distributions could be used instead) and
derive an estimated RAD for undetected species. We
then combine the adjusted relative abundances for
detected species and the estimated part for undetected
species to obtain an estimator of the complete RAD (or
SAD). Using simulations, we compare the empirical
RAD based on p̂i and the proposed, estimated RAD.
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TABLE 1. A simple simulation to illustrate the problem with the conventional plug-in estimator
(i.e., sample relative abundance) for 10 species (labeled A–J) and their true relative abundances.
Sample relative abundances
with sample size n ¼ 100

Average

Species ID

1

2

3

10 000

Conditional

Unconditional

True relative
abundance

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

0.3
0.08
0.42
0.02
0.1
0.06

0.41
0.11
0.34
0.01
0.02
0.07
0.01
0.01
0.02

0.29
0.13
0.38
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.01

0.32
0.08
0.44
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.01
0.01
0.02

0.3009
0.0998
0.3998
0.0315
0.0500
0.0649
0.0269
0.0194
0.0157
0.0127

0.3009
0.0998
0.3998
0.0301
0.0498
0.0648
0.0248
0.0150
0.0099
0.0051

0.3
0.1
0.4
0.03
0.05
0.065
0.025
0.015
0.01
0.005

0.01

0.01

0.01

Notes: A total of 10 000 samples of size 100 were generated from the assemblage. Among the
10 000 samples, the species sample relative abundances for the ﬁrst three samples and the last
sample are shown. A blank cell means that a species was not detected in that sample. For each
particular species, the averages of sample relative abundances over 10 000 samples are shown as the
unconditional average, i.e., those samples in which that species was not detected (as shown by a
blank, for which the species’ sample relative abundance is thus simply 0) are also counted in the
divisor (the number of samples counted) to compute the average. The conditional average was
obtained by averaging only those samples in which the species was detected, i.e., those samples in
which that species was not detected are not included in the divisor. For each species, only the
divisor differs between the two averages.

Most biological survey data can be classiﬁed as
abundance data (in which individuals are randomly
selected) or incidence data (in which sampling units
are randomly selected). For the latter, the sampling
unit is often a trap, net, quadrat, plot, or timed survey.
For incidence data, the abundance of each species is
not recorded; only its detection or non-detection in
each sampling unit. Although our study deals primarily with abundance data, we brieﬂy discuss parallel
derivations that extend our approach to incidence
data.
We illustrate the application of our estimators to an
empirical data set of pitfall trap catches of temperate
forest spiders for abundance data (Sackett et al. 2011),
and a data set of soil ciliates for incidence data based
on soil samples (Foissner et al. 2002). The formulas
for our estimated RAD are relatively simple to
calculate and should improve estimation for a variety
of ecological questions in which an estimator of the
true RAD is desired. We discuss the potential
application of our method to the estimation of various
diversity measures derived from the RAD and the
assessment of sampling errors of complicated estimators.
PROBLEMS

WITH

SAMPLE RELATIVE ABUNDANCES
DETECTED SPECIES

FOR

Assume that there are S species in the assemblage
and that the true species relative
P abundances or
probabilities are ( p1, p2, . . . , pS), Si¼1 pi ¼ 1. Here, pi
can also be interpreted as the probability that any
individual is classiﬁed to the ith species. Assume a
random sample of n individuals is selected with
replacement. Let Xi denote the sample abundance of
the ith species in the sample, i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , S. Then (X1,

X2, . . . , Xi, . . . , XS) is a multinomial distribution
with
P
parameters ( p1, p2, . . . , pi, . . . , pS), where Xi 1 Xi ¼ n.
Only those species with abundance X  1 are detected
in sample; those species with abundance X ¼ 0 are
undetected in sample and are therefore not included in
the data.
We use a simple example to explain the problem with
the familiar plug-in estimator of relative abundances.
Assume that an assemblage consists of 10 species labeled
A, B, . . . , I, J, as in Table 1, with p ¼ 0.3, 0.1, 0.4, 0.03,
0.05, 0.065, 0.025, 0.015, 0.010, and 0.005, respectively
(Table 1). Some species are common and some are rare.
Assume we take a random sample of 100 individuals,
with replacement, from this assemblage. The expected
abundances for the 10 species would be 30, 10, 40, 3, 5,
6.5, 2.5, 1.5, 1.0, and 0.5, respectively. However, some of
the species with small expected abundances will likely be
undetected in any particular sample. We generate 10 000
samples, each with sample size 100. Of the 10 000
samples, we illustrate in Table 1 the sample relative
abundances for the ﬁrst three samples and the last
sample. Note that in each sample, some species are not
detected. For example, in the ﬁrst sample, species G and
I are not detected (and are thus indicated as blank in
Table 1).
For each species, we can calculate two types of
averages or expectations for the sample relative abundance: the conditional (on detection) average and the
unconditional average. The unconditional average is
obtained by averaging over all 10 000 samples, including
both detected and undetected species in the calculation:
if a species occurs in a particular sample, the sample
relative abundance is used in computing the average; if a
species does not occur in a particular sample, its
estimated relative abundance is 0. The divisor for this
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unconditional average is always 10 000 for each species.
However, in practice, in a single sample, we can only
obtain sample relative abundances conditional on those
species that are detected in that sample. This conditional
average is obtained by averaging over only those
samples in which that species is detected. Therefore,
the divisor for the conditional average for rare species
may be less than 10 000, because not all samples are
included in the divisor.
Table 1 reveals that, for all species, the unconditional
averages are very close to the true relative abundances.
For abundant species, which are likely to be observed in
nearly all samples (such as species A–F), the conditional
and unconditional averages are almost identical. For
rare species, however, which will be found in few or no
samples, the conditional averages are consistently higher
than the true relative abundances. For rare species G–J
in Table 1, with relative abundances 0.025, 0.015, 0.010,
and 0.005, the corresponding conditional averages are
0.0269, 0.0194, 0.0157, and 0.0127. These results imply
that the sample relative abundance for any detected
species overestimates its true value. The level of
overestimation is not uniform, but scales inversely with
abundance: estimates for rare detected species are more
severely biased than estimates for common detected
species. Sample relative abundances do not need to be
adjusted for abundant species, but sample relative
abundances for rare species have substantial positive
relative biases and should be properly adjusted.
Statistical explanation
The level of overestimation of the sample relative
abundance for any detected species can be seen by
examining the following theoretical conditional average
or statistical expectation (Chazdon et al. 2011: Appendix
C):


Xi
pi
Eð p̂i j Xi . 0Þ ¼ E
ð1Þ
j Xi . 0 ¼
n
1  ð1  pi Þn
which is the expected proportion of individuals in a
sample of size n that represent species i, given that
species i has been detected in sample. The denominator
1 – (1 – pi )n in Eq. 1 is P(Xi . 0), the probability of
detection of species i in the sample. Because this
denominator is always less than 1, Eq. 1 proves that
the sample relative abundance for any detected species
consistently overestimates the true probability pi.
When pi is relatively large, the denominator 1 – (1 –
pi )n tends to 1, because the species is sufﬁciently
abundant that it would be observed in any sample.
Therefore, for relatively common species, the sample
relative abundance Xi/n works well as an estimate of pi,
and almost no adjustment is required. In contrast, when
pi is very small, the denominator 1 – (1 – pi )n is much less
than 1, which generates a substantial bias. For example,
with a sample size of 100, the probability of detecting the
rarest species in Table 1 is 1 – (1 – pi )n ¼ 1 – (1 – 0.005)100
¼ 0.394. The conditional average is 0.005/0.394 ¼ 0.0127,
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more than double the correct value (0.005). This
theoretical value of 0.0127 is further conﬁrmed by our
simulation result (Table 1).
Now we can connect the foregoing discussion to the
classic unbiasedness of sample relative abundance in the
following sense. For any species i, it will be detected in
the sample with probability P(Xi . 0) ¼ 1 – (1 – pi )n or it
will be undetected with probability P(Xi ¼ 0) ¼ (1  pi )n.
Then on average, we have
 


Xi
Xi
¼E
E
j Xi . 0 PðXi . 0Þ
n
n


Xi
j Xi ¼ 0 PðXi ¼ 0Þ
þE
n
pi
3½1  ð1  pi Þn 
¼
1  ð1  pi Þn
þ 0 3ð1  pi Þn
¼ pi :
This (unconditional) expectation, which is valid for all
species in the complete assemblage, considers both
detection and non-detection and implies unbiasedness.
SIMULATION PART I:

THE

EMPIRICAL RAD

We use a suite of simple simulations to illustrate the
undersampling bias with the empirical RAD when
sample size is not large enough to detect all species.
We simulated data from two theoretical abundance
distributions (the Zipf-Mandelbrot model and the lognormal model) and treated four large empirical diversity
surveys as the complete assemblages. For the latter
cases, the species-rank abundance distribution from
each survey was assumed to be the ‘‘true’’ complete
distribution; this true RAD was then compared with the
empirical RADs obtained from simulated samples of
several sample sizes. Here we report in detail only the
simulation results for the Zipf-Mandelbrot model for
illustration. See Appendix A for simulation results of
other scenarios.
In the Zipf-Mandelbrot model, we ﬁx the number of
species at 200 and the true relative abundance takes the
form pi ¼ c/(2 þ i ), i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , 200, where c is a
normalized constant such that the sum of the relative
abundances is 1. In Fig. 1a, we compare the true
complete RAD of the entire assemblage (light blue line)
and the empirical RAD based on 200 simulated data
sets of sample sizes 200, 400, and 800 (200 superimposed dark blue lines, each line corresponding to an
empirical RAD for each generated data set). When the
sample sizes are not large enough (n ¼ 200 and 400) to
detect all species, only about half of the complete RAD
can be revealed empirically from the simulated data.
Even for a large sample size (n ¼ 800), most of the
empirical RAD curves still cannot unveil the complete
‘‘tail’’ of the true RAD. Although the observed species
(say there are K of them) in a sample may not
correspond to the ﬁrst K species in the true RAD,
most of the empirical RAD curves lie above the true
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FIG. 1. (a) Comparison of the true species-rank abundance distribution (RAD) of the complete assemblage (light blue line) and
the empirical RAD curves (superimposed dark blue lines with 200 replications). (b) Comparison of the true RAD, empirical RAD,
and adjusted RAD curves for detected species only (superimposed green lines with 200 replications). (c) Comparison of the true
RAD, empirical RAD, and estimated RAD curves for both detected and undetected species (superimposed red lines with 200
replications). For each of the sample sizes 200 (left panels), 400 (middle panels), and 800 (right panels), 200 data sets were generated
from the Zipf-Mandelbrot model; thus there are 200 estimated RADs (200 dark blue lines, 200 green lines, and 200 red lines). Note
that the x-axis is the species list, ranked from most to least abundant, and the y-axis (relative abundance) is displayed on a log10
scale.

RAD, signifying that the positive bias is associated
with the empirical RAD for the detected species, as
predicted from our theory (Eq. 1) and shown by an
example (Table 1).
GOOD-TURING SAMPLE COVERAGE THEORY
GENERALIZATION

AND A

Sample coverage and coverage deﬁcit
Let fk be the number of species represented by exactly
k individuals in the sample, k ¼ 0, 1, . . . , n; we refer to fk
as the abundance frequency counts. In particular, f1 is
the number of species represented by exactly one
individual (singletons) in the sample, and f2 is the
number of species represented by exactly two individuals
(doubletons). The unobservable frequency f0 denotes the

number of species present in the entire assemblage but
not detected in the sample. Good and Turing discovered
a surprisingly simple estimator for the sample coverage
(C; a measure of sample completeness, as deﬁned in
Introduction) that is a simple function of the number of
singletons and the sample size if f1 . 0
Ĉ ¼ 1 

f1
:
n

ð2aÞ

When f1, f2 . 0, an improved Turing’s coverage
estimator (Chao and Jost 2012) is


f1
ðn  1Þf1
1
:
ð2bÞ
Ĉ ¼ 1 
n ðn  1Þf1 þ 2f2
Here, the leading superscript 1 in 1Ĉ refers to the ﬁrst-
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order sample coverage of our generalization (A generalization). This improved coverage estimator incorporates information about the doubletons. It is improved
in the sense that this coverage estimator generally has
smaller mean squared error than Good-Turing’s estimator. In the following derivation, we will adopt this
more accurate estimator. Subtracting the sample coverage estimator from unity gives the estimator of coverage
deﬁcit


f1
ðn  1Þf1
1
1
:
ð2cÞ
Ĉdef ¼ 1  Ĉ ¼
n ðn  1Þf1 þ 2f2
A tiny percentage of coverage can nevertheless
contain a very large number of rare species. The
estimated coverage deﬁcit is not an estimate of the
number or proportion of undetected species, but rather
it is an estimate of the proportion of the total number
of individuals in the assemblage that belong to the
undetected species. For this reason, extremely rare,
undetected species do not make a signiﬁcant contribution to that proportion, even if there are many such
species. This distinction intuitively explains why the
estimation of species richness in highly diverse assemblages is so statistically challenging, even though
sample coverage for the same data can be accurately
estimated.
The coverage estimator and its complement make it
possible to adjust the sample relative abundance for
detected species and to infer the relative abundance of
undetected species. This approach allows models with
one parameter, which are useful for assessing sampling
variances in some inference problems (Chao et al. 2013:
Appendix S2; Chao et al. 2014: Appendix G). However,
the one-parameter models are not ﬂexible enough to
provide accurate estimators for the complete RAD. For
this reason, in this study we extend the Good-Turing
concept of coverage for the ﬁrst time, and develop
improved models for estimating species abundances
beyond the veil line.
A generalization
Lande et al. (2000) commented, ‘‘without regard to
the species abundance distribution, the only aspect of
unobserved species that can be accurately extrapolated
is their total frequency in a community [i.e., coverage
deﬁcit], using the number of singletons divided by
sample size.’’ In addition to coverage deﬁcit, however,
there are other aspects of undetected species that we can
measure accurately. To show this, we ﬁrst generalize the
concept of sample coverage to the rth order sample
coverage rC as
X
r

C¼

i2 detected
S
X
pri
i¼1

S
X

pri
¼

pri IðXi . 0Þ

i¼1
S
X

;

r ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;

pri

i¼1

where indicator function I(A) ¼ 1 if event A occurs, and
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0 otherwise. The coverage rC is the fraction of the rth
power of the true relative abundances of those species
detected in sample. For r ¼ 1, 1C reduces to GoodTuring’s sample coverage, and its estimator is given in
Eq. 2b. For r ¼ 2, 2C is the fraction of the squared true
relative abundances of the detected species; it quantiﬁes
the sample completeness for very abundant or dominant
species. When f2, f3 . 0, 2C can be accurately estimated
by (see Appendix B for derivation)

2
2f2
ðn  2Þf2
2
:
ð3aÞ
Ĉ ¼ 1  X
Xi ðXi  1Þ ðn  2Þf2 þ 3f3
Xi 2

We deﬁne the rth order coverage deﬁcit as rCdef ¼ 1 
C. For r ¼ 1, 1Cdef reduces to the coverage deﬁcit
deﬁned in Chao and Jost (2012), and its estimator is
given in Eq. 2c. For r ¼ 2, 2Cdef can be accurately
estimated by

2
2f2
ðn  2Þf2
2
X
:
ð3bÞ
Ĉdef ¼
Xi ðXi  1Þ ðn  2Þf2 þ 3f3
r

Xi 2

As we will see, the estimators for the ﬁrst- and secondorder sample coverages and their deﬁcits make possible
two-parameter models for inferring the complete RAD.
As proved in Appendix B, if the abundance frequency
counts up to frþ1 are all nonzero, then 1C, 2C, . . . , rC
and their deﬁcits can be accurately and efﬁciently
estimated. Thus, in addition to the coverage deﬁcit, we
have more information (i.e., higher orders of coverage
deﬁcits including 2Cdef, 3Cdef, . . . , rCdef ) about the
undetected species. This information can be used to
help estimate the complete RAD.
UNVEILING

THE

COMPLETE RAD

Adjusting the sample relative abundances for
detected species
Based on Eq. 1, we have


Xi
pi ¼ E
j Xi . 0 ½1  ð1  pi Þn :
n
If we replace the expected value in this equation with the
observed data, then for Xi . 0 (i.e., a detected species),
we have the following approximation:
pi ’

Xi
Xi
½1  ð1  pi Þn  ’ ½1  expðnpi Þ :
n
n

ð4aÞ

This formula shows that the approximate adjustment
factor for the sample relative abundance would be [1 – (1
– pi )n] ’ [1  exp(npi )], which depends mainly on the
product of n and pi. Note that the (unconditional)
expected abundance of species i in the sample is npi, i.e.,
E(Xi ) ¼ npi. However, as we have already argued, the
adjustment factor [1  (1  pi )n] cannot be estimated
simply by substituting the sample relative abundance Xi/
n for pi, because the sample relative abundance does not
estimate pi well for rare species. Similarly, replacing npi
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in the adjustment factor [1  exp(npi )] by the observed
abundance Xi for each individual species i does not
provide a good estimate. Instead, we introduce two
parameters, k and h, to the adjustment factor. From Eq.
4a, we assume that parameter k . 0 and parameter 0 ,
h  1, so that for Xi . 0, pi ’ (Xi/n)(1  keh Xi ). Here,
parameter h is restricted to be in [0, 1] because Xi for a
detected species overestimates npi. The special case of h
¼ 1 reduces to the one-parameter approach discussed in
Chao et al. (2013: Appendix S2) and Chao et al. (2014:
Appendix G). Here, we adopt a more ﬂexible twoparameter model which performs better for estimating
the complete RAD in benchmark simulations. Next, we
obtain parameters k and h from the estimated ﬁrst-order
(Eq. 2b) and second-order (Eq. 3a) sample coverage by
the following equations:
X
X Xi
1
pi ’
ð1  keh Xi Þ ¼ Ĉ
ð4bÞ
n
Xi 1
i2 detected

X

p2i ’

i2 detected

2
X Xi
ð1  keh Xi Þ
n
Xi 1
X
Xi ðXi  1Þ
2

¼ Ĉ 3

Xi 2

nðn  1Þ

:

ð4cÞ

The
term in Eq. 4c is an unbiased estimator of
PS rightmost
2
2
i¼1 pi (i.e., the denominator of C ). Let k̂ and ĥ
denote the solution of k and h, respectively, in this
system of nonlinear equations. If the solution ĥ is out of
the range of [0, 1], then we replace it by 1 so that the
model reduces to the one-parameter case. The proposed
adjusted relative abundance of species i (with Xi . 0) is
p̃i ¼

Xi
ð1  k̂e ĥ Xi Þ:
n

ð4dÞ

This is a uniﬁed adjustment formula that is valid for all
species abundance distributions. In Appendix A, we
show by simulations that the adjusted estimator reduces
substantial bias inherent in the plug-in estimator and has
a smaller root mean squared error. The proposed
adjustment scales inversely with the sample abundance
in the following sense: for abundant species, with
correspondingly large sample abundance Xi, the adjustment factor 1  k̂exp(ĥXi ) approaches unity. Thus,
virtually no adjustment is needed for abundant species,
whereas for rare species, the adjustment factor can be
much less than 1. The smaller the abundance Xi, the
smaller the adjustment factor and the larger its effect.
Our adjustment formula (Eq. 4d) also provides a
simple nonparametric relationship between the plug-in
estimator (Xi /n) calculated for a species in a sample and
its estimated true relative abundance in the entire
assemblage. Note that the formula is a function of
sample abundances of all detected species, not merely
the sample abundance of species i. This is because, given
the sample coverage estimates (1Ĉ, 2Ĉ), other species also
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carry information about species i via k̂ and ĥ, which are
functions of all sample frequencies (by Eqs. 4b and 4c).
Thus, our adjustment formula ‘‘borrows strength’’ from
the observed abundances of other species. We will
discuss how to assess the sampling error of the adjusted
estimator after we obtain an estimator for the complete
RAD.
Estimating the relative abundances of undetected species
As discussed, it is difﬁcult to accurately estimate the
number of undetected species in an incomplete sample if
there are many, almost-undetectable species in a hyperdiverse assemblage. Practically, an accurate lower bound
for species richness is preferable to an inaccurate point
estimator. A widely used nonparametric lower bound
developed by Chao (1984) uses only the information on
rare species (numbers of singletons and doubletons) to
estimate the number of undetected species in samples, as
rare, detected species contain nearly all information
about the number of undetected species. This lower
bound for the number of undetected is universally valid
for any species abundance distribution and has the
following form:
8
ðn  1Þ f12
>
>
if f2 . 0
>
>
<
n 2f2
ˆf ¼
ð5aÞ
0
ðn  1Þ f1 ðf1  1Þ
>
>
>
if f2 ¼ 0:
>
: n
2
See Chao and Chiu (2012) for a recent review. Because
the number of species must be an integer in later
derivations, we deﬁne f̂0 hereafter to be the smallest
integer that is greater than or equal to the value
computed from Eq. 5a. The empirical RAD ignores
the tail, which includes at least f̂0 species. Although this
is a lower bound, when sample size is large enough, this
lower bound approaches the true number of undetected
species. Based on Eq. 5a, we propose a robust method to
estimate the species RAD for the undetected species.
We must assume a functional form for the rank
abundances of the undetected tail. There are many
options for a functional form, and our method is
applicable to any functional form. Here, we adopt more
ﬂexible, two-parameter models. Because the method is
applied to only the undetected tail part of the true RAD,
where all relative abundances are low, a simple
functional form with estimable parameters is preferable.
A natural assumption is that the abundance distribution
of the undetected species is a two-parameter geometric
series
pi ¼ abi ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; f̂0

ð5bÞ

where a is a normalized constant (see Eq. 6a) and b is a
positive decay factor. If all relative abundances for
undetected species are approximately equal, then the
parameter b is close to 1.
Based on the coverage deﬁcits of the ﬁrst- and secondorder (Eqs. 2c and 3b), we have the following two
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equations in terms of parameters a and b for the
undetected species:
X

pi ’

i2 undetected

1

abi ¼ Ĉdef

ð6aÞ

i¼1

i2 undetected

X

f0
X̂

X
Xi ðXi  1Þ
f0
X̂
2
Xi 2
i 2
2
pi ’
ðab Þ ¼ Ĉdef 3
:
nðn  1Þ
i¼1
ð6bÞ

Let â and b̂ be the solution of this system of nonlinear
equations. The proposed estimated relative abundances
for the undetected species are
i

p̃i ¼ âb̂ ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; f̂0 :

ð6cÞ

Combining the adjustment method for detected species
(Eq. 4d) and the estimated relative abundances for
undetected species (Eq. 6c), we can construct a complete
RAD based on a sample. See Discussion for other
possible parametric assumptions about the functional
form of the relative abundances of undetected species.
To examine the performance of the estimated RAD
based on simulations, we ﬁrst illustrate the estimation
procedure step-by-step for an example so that the
simulation plots can be better understood.
EXAMPLE (ABUNDANCE DATA)
Sackett et al. (2011) collected species abundance data
for samples of spiders from four experimental forestcanopy-manipulation treatments at the Harvard Forest
(Massachusetts, USA). The treatments were established
to study the long-term consequences of loss of the
dominant forest tree, eastern hemlock (Tsuga canadensis), caused by a nonnative insect, the hemlock woolly
adelgid (Adelges tsugae; Ellison et al. 2010). To illustrate
our method, we use the data of the Hemlock Girdled
treatment, in which bark and cambium of hemlock trees
were cut and the trees left in place to die, to mimic tree
mortality by adelgid infestation. In this experimental
treatment, 26 spider species were represented by a total
of 168 individuals. The nonzero abundance frequency
counts are f1 ¼ 12, f2 ¼ 4, f4 ¼ 1, f6 ¼ 2, f8 ¼ f9 ¼ 1, f15 ¼ 2,
and f17 ¼ f22 ¼ f46 ¼ 1. The ﬁrst- and second-order sample
coverage estimates are respectively 92.89% and 99.77%;
the corresponding coverage deﬁcits are thus respectively
7.11% and 0.23%. Our estimation procedure includes the
following four steps (see Fig. 2): (1) Construct the
adjusted RAD for the detected species. For the 26
detected species, ﬁrst plot the empirical RAD, as shown
in Fig. 2a (white plus gray bars). Then use Eqs. 4b and c
to obtain k̂ ¼ 0.2980 and ĥ ¼ 0.1267, and substitute these
estimates into Eq. 4d to adjust the sample relative
abundances for each detected species downward, as
shown in Fig. 2a (white bars). (2) Estimate the RAD for
undetected species: based on the Chao1 estimator, which
uses the observed numbers of singletons and doubletons,
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estimate the number of undetected species as fˆ0 ¼ 18
species (SE ¼ 13.4). The undetected species are labeled
Undetected.1 to Undetected.18 in Fig. 2b. For the 18
undetected species, use Eqs. 6a and 6b to obtain â ¼
0.0045 and b̂ ¼ 0.9865, then substitute these two
estimates into Eq. 6c to estimate their relative abundances, as shown in Fig. 2b. (3) Combine the adjusted
RAD for the detected species in (1) and the estimated
RAD for the undetected species in (2) to obtain a
complete RAD, as shown in Fig. 2c. A full list of the
estimated species relative abundances for the complete
RAD is given in Appendix C. (4) In (1) through (3), we
use bar plots for clearer illustration. Conventionally,
only line plots as those plotted in Fig. 1 are sufﬁcient for
comparison. In Fig. 2d, we provide the line plots for the
empirical RAD and the proposed RAD estimator.
In (1), notice from Fig. 2 that, for abundant species,
virtually no adjustment is needed, whereas the adjustment for rare species is substantial and that scales
inversely with the sample abundance. In (2), our
estimated number of undetected species is only a lower
bound, implying that there may have been additional
undetected species, but they cannot be statistically
estimated from our inference, so they are treated as
having negligible abundances. See Discussion for further
explanation. In this example (Fig. 2c), the estimated
relative abundance for the most abundant of the
undetected species is slightly larger than the adjusted
species relative abundances of the least-abundant
detected species (i.e., singletons). Our analysis shows
that the empirical RAD curve differs greatly from the
proposed RAD curve in the tail distribution. When there
are undetected species, as will be conﬁrmed by
simulations in Simulation II: The complete estimated
RAD, our proposed approach unveils the tail distribution and provides a more complete picture of the true
RAD. In Appendix C, as alternatives to the geometric
series, we present a Poisson log-normal and a brokenstick model for the relative abundances of the undetected species. See Discussion for more details.
SAMPLING VARIANCES

OF OUR

ESTIMATORS

In the estimated complete RAD, there are Sobs þ f̂0
species, where Sobs denotes the number of observed
species in the sample. This estimated RAD mimics the
proﬁle of the complete assemblage. We can thus assess
the sampling error of any estimator of a parameter by
bootstrapping or resampling the estimated RAD. For
example, we can approximate the sampling variance of
the adjusted estimator p̃i (Eq. 4d) for any particular
detected species i. For each bootstrap replication, we
generate a random sample of n individuals from the
estimated RAD, with replacement, yielding a new set of
species sample abundances (here we retain only those
sets in which species i is detected, because the estimating
target is the relative abundance of a detected species).
Based on this new set, we then calculate (1Ĉ, 2Ĉ) to
obtain new estimates (k̂, ĥ). All these new statistics are
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FIG. 2. Combining the adjusted RAD for detected species and the estimated RAD for undetected species based on the
abundance data of forest spiders (Sackett et al. 2011). All y-axes are on a log10 scale. (a) The bar plot for the empirical RAD (white
plus gray bar) and adjusted RAD (white bars) for detected species (Sobs). (b) The bar plot of the estimated RAD for undetected
species, where the estimator of undetected species is f̂0 ¼ 18. The undetected species are indexed by Undetected.1 to Undetected.18.
(c) Combining the two bar plots in (a) and (b) to construct a complete RAD. (d) The empirical RAD curve is compared with the
proposed RAD curve in conventional line plots.

then substituted into Eq. 4d to obtain a bootstrap
estimate p̃i , based on the generated sample. The
procedure is replicated to obtain B bootstrap estimates
fp̃i 1 , p̃i 2 , . . . , p̃i B g (B ¼ 1000 is suggested in conﬁdence
interval construction). The bootstrap variance estimator
of our estimator in Eq. 4d is the sample variance of these
B estimates. Moreover, the 2.5% and 97.5% percentiles

of these B bootstrap estimates can be used to construct a
95% conﬁdence interval. See Appendix C: Table C1 for
the bootstrap SE of the adjusted estimator p̃i for each
detected species in the spider example.
Similar procedures can be used to derive variance
estimators for any other estimators (e.g., estimators of
sample coverages and their deﬁcits) and to construct the
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associated conﬁdence intervals. For our proposed
estimator p̃i for undetected species (Eq. 6c), however,
sampling variance cannot be assessed because the
estimated number of undetected species varies with
bootstrap samples and the identities of those undetected
species are unknown and thus there is no pre-speciﬁed
target species.
SIMULATION PART II:

THE

ESTIMATED RAD

The adjusted RAD for detected species (Fig. 1b)
For the scenario considered in Fig. 1a, in addition to
the true RAD curve (light blue line) and the empirical
RADs (dark blue lines), we now superimpose in Fig. 1b
the estimated RADs (green lines) for detected species
based on 200 data sets of sample sizes 200, 400, and 800.
Thus, there are 200 additional superimposed green lines
for each sample size. Most of the green lines are below
the empirical RAD, showing the reduction of the
positive biases associated with sample relative frequencies for detected species.
The complete estimated RAD (Fig. 1c)
In Fig. 1c, we compare the true RAD curve (light blue
line), the empirical RADs (dark blue lines), and the
estimated complete RADs including both detected and
undetected species (red lines) based on 200 data sets of
sample sizes 200, 400, and 800. For sample sizes 200 and
400, the improvement with the estimated RAD is clearly
seen: the tail of the true RAD can be revealed, although
our estimated tail of RADs for a sample size of 200
unavoidably overestimates the true lines to some extent
(i.e., data do not provide sufﬁcient information to
accurately infer very small relative abundances; see
Appendix A: Fig. A2). When sample size is increased to
400, the proposed RAD curves closely trace the RAD of
the complete assemblage; for a sample size of n ¼ 800, all
the proposed RAD curves match closely with the true
RAD curve.
EXTENSION

TO

INCIDENCE DATA

Our statistical framework for abundance data can be
extended to incidence data by parallel derivations. Here
we only outline the extension; all details are provided in
Appendix D. Following the notation and terminology
used in Colwell et al. (2012) and Chao et al. (2014), we
assume that in the focal assemblage there are S species
indexed by 1, 2, . . . , S. For any sampling unit, assume
that the ith species has its own unique incidence (or
occurrence) probability pi that is constant for any
randomly selected sampling unit. The incidence probability pi is the probability that species i is detected in a
sampling unit.
P This incidence probability pi is analogous
to pi, but Si¼1 pi may be greater than unity.
As with abundance data, we can similarly deﬁne the
species incidence distribution (SID) and the corresponding species-rank incidence distribution (RID) for the set
(p1, p2, . . . , pS) of the S species. Our goal here is to
estimate the RID based on incidence data of a set of
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sampling units. Assume that a set of T sampling units
are randomly selected from the study area, with
replacement. The underlying data consist of a speciesby-sampling-unit incidence matrix fWij; i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , S, j
¼ 1, 2, . . . , Tg with S rows and T columns; here Wij ¼ 1 if
species i is detected in sampling unit j, and Wij ¼ 0
otherwise. Under our assumption that the probability of
detecting species i in any sampling unit is a constant pi, i
¼ 1, 2, . . . , S, the variable Wij for all j follows a Bernoulli
distribution with parameter pi ¼ P(Wij ¼ 1), i ¼ 1,
2, . . . , S. Let Yi be the number of
Psampling units in
which species i is detected, Yi ¼ Tj¼1 Wij ; here Yi is
referred to as the sample species incidence frequency and
is analogous to Xi in the abundance data. Species
present in the assemblage but not detected in any
sampling unit yield Yi ¼ 0.
Denote the incidence frequency counts by (Q0,
Q1, . . . , QT, where Qk is the number of species that are
detected in exactly k sampling units in the data, k ¼ 0,
1, . . . , T. Here Qk is analogous to fk in the abundance
data. The unobservable zero frequency count Q0 denotes
the number of species among the S species present in the
assemblage that are not detected in any of the T
sampling units. Also, Q1 represents the number of
unique species (those that are detected in only one
sampling unit), and Q2 represents the number of
duplicate species (those that are detected in only two
sampling units).
Deﬁne the sample incidence probability of species i
as p̂i ¼ Yi/T (the plug-in estimator); the empirical RID
is based on p̂i. Since Yi, i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , S follows a
binomial distribution with the total number T and the
detection probability pi, a formula parallel to Eq. 1 can
be derived


Yi
pi
Eðp̂i j Yi . 0Þ ¼ E
: ð7Þ
j Yi . 0 ¼
T
1  ð1  pi ÞT
We can similarly deﬁne the general rth sample
coverage and its deﬁcits for the incidence probabilities
(p1, p2, . . . , pS) based on the sample species incidence
frequencies (Y1, Y2, . . . , YS). Then, derivation steps
parallel to those for abundance data lead to the
following adjusted incidence probability for a detected
species: p̃i ¼ (Yi/T )(1  k̂e ĥ Yi ) for Yi . 0, where k̂ and
ĥ are solved from two nonlinear equations involving the
estimated sample coverage of the ﬁrst two orders (see
Appendix D).
To estimate the RID for undetected species, we ﬁrst
apply the Chao2 estimator (Chao 1987) to obtain an
estimated lower bound on the number of undetected
species in T sampling units

Q̂0 ¼

8
>
>
>
>
<

ðT  1Þ Q21
T 2Q2

ðT  1Þ Q1 ðQ1  1Þ
>
>
>
>
: T
2

if Q2 . 0
ð8Þ
if Q2 ¼ 0:
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FIG. 3. The empirical and estimated species-rank incidence distribution (RID) for incidence data of soil ciliates (Foissner et al.
2002) in 51 soil samples. The RID is depicted by a simple bar plot (upper panel) and by a line plot (lower panel). All y-axes are on a
log10 scale. These two plots correspond to Fig. 2c and d, respectively. The plots corresponding to Fig. 2a and b are not shown due
to large numbers of detected species (331) and undetected species (209).

Assuming a geometric series for the incidence
probabilities for the undetected species, we can obtain
the proposed incidence probabilities for the undetected
species: p̃i ¼ âb̂i, i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , Q̂0. Here â and b̂ are solved
from two nonlinear equations involving the estimated
sample coverage deﬁcits of the ﬁrst two orders (see
Appendix D). Combining the adjusted incidence probabilities for detected species and the estimated incidence
probabilities for undetected species, we can construct a
complete RID based on incidence data.
EXAMPLE (INCIDENCE DATA)
We use soil ciliate data collected by Foissner et al.
(2002) to illustrate our approach for incidence data. A
total of 51 soil samples were collected in Namibia and the
detection or non-detection of soil ciliate species was
recorded in each sample. Detailed sampling locations,
procedures, and species identiﬁcations are described in
Foissner et al. (2002). In total, 331 species were detected
in 51 soil samples. The ﬁrst 14 incidence frequency counts
(Q1–Q14 ) ¼ (150, 53, 42, 18, 12, 9, 10, 7, 6, 1, 0, 2, 3, 2),
and a full list of the data are given in Appendix D. The
ﬁrst- and second-order sample coverage estimates are
88.45% and 99.38%, respectively; the corresponding
coverage deﬁcits are 11.55% and 0.62%, respectively.
Foissner et al. (2002) conjectured that there were still
many species present in the study area that were not
detected in the 51 soil samples. The Chao2 estimator of
the number of undetected species (Eq. 8) gives an estimate
of 209 (SE ¼ 43.5) for the minimum number of
undetected species.
All estimation procedures are parallel to the corresponding steps for abundance data in Fig. 2. However, it

is not feasible to present the detailed bar plot for the
empirical and adjusted RID for all 331 detected species
(Fig. 2a), nor the bar plot of the estimated RID for 209
undetected species (Fig. 2b). Therefore, we simply show
the empirical RID and the proposed complete RID by
bar and line plots in Fig. 3. It is striking that our
proposed RID has a very long tail compared with the
empirical RID. This is due to a relatively high proportion
of undetected species in the estimated RAD. The Chao2
estimator is a universal lower bound, implying that the
complete RID may have an even longer tail, but the
incidence probabilities are close to zero and invisible in
our plot of the estimated RID; see Discussion.
DISCUSSION
We have shown that the empirical RAD using species
sample abundances works only when all species are
detected in a sample. For an undersampled data set with
undetected species, the empirical RAD ignores the set of
undetected species, and therefore overestimates the true
relative abundances of the set of the detected species
(Fig. 1a). We have proposed a general framework to
estimate the complete RAD from sample data. Our
proposed RAD estimator combines the adjusted RAD
(Eq. 4d) for the detected species in samples and the
estimated RAD (Eq. 6c) for the undetected species. Both
parts are based on Good-Turing’s sample coverage
theory and its generalization. For any detected species,
we have proposed a novel method to adjust its sample
relative abundance to reduce its positive bias (Fig. 1b
and Appendix A). For the undetected species (which are
assumed to have very low relative abundances), we
estimate their relative abundances using an estimator of
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the number of undetected species. See Fig. 2 for an
illustrative example to describe our procedures. With
our approach, the complete RAD is unveiled if sample
size is large enough (Fig. 1c; Appendix A: Fig. A1).
In our inference procedure for undetected species in
samples, we use a universal lower bound, i.e., the Chao1
estimator for abundance data and the Chao2 estimator
for incidence data; see Chao (1984, 1987). Thus, we
essentially assume that there might be additional
extremely rare species in the assemblage, but they cannot
be statistically estimated, so their relative abundances are
estimated to be zero. Our estimator of the number of
undetected species could also be replaced by any other
reasonable estimator. We also assume that the relative
abundances for the set of undetected species follow a
simple geometric series model. Nevertheless, our method
is not restricted to this distribution. The assumption of a
geometric series can be replaced by any other appropriate
distribution. There are many other choices, including the
commonly used broken-stick model and the Poisson lognormal model, among others. Appendix C provides
estimation procedures for these two additional models.
For illustration, we also ﬁtted these two models to the
data analyzed in Example (abundance data). The Poisson
log-normal model and the geometric model yield almostidentical RAD curves. We emphasize that we use these
models only for modeling the undetected tail distribution;
unless the assemblage is poorly sampled, the relative
abundances of those undetected species (i.e., in the tail of
the estimated RAD) are typically very small. Thus, the
choice of the model for estimating the relative abundances of undetected species is a minor issue in our approach.
Ecologists have recognized that, although an accurate
species richness estimator remains beyond our reach,
one aspect of undetected species (the coverage deﬁcit)
can be accurately estimated; see Eq. 2c. We show that
there are other aspects of undetected species (e.g., the
deﬁcits of the second- and higher-order sample coverage) that we can also accurately estimate using the
information on frequency counts. In this study, we used
the ﬁrst- and second-order sample coverage and their
deﬁcits to construct two-parameter models for inferring
RAD. In theory, we could have used higher-order (.2)
sample coverages and their deﬁcits to build models with
more than two parameters. However, the parameter
estimates from such models may be too uncertain to be
useful, and may be too unstable to estimate properly.
The concept of the SAD/RAD has been also extended
in this study to the corresponding SID/RID for
incidence data comprising species detection/non-detection records in each sampling unit; a non-detection of a
species in a sampling unit may be due to a true absence
or an undetected presence, so this model can be applied
not only to surveys of sessile plants but also to surveys
of mobile animals in which detection probabilities are
less than 1.0. If we consider the special case in which a
species can always be detected if it is present in a
sampling unit, then the detection/non-detection records
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become presence/absence data and our model can be
connected to a special case of occupancy estimation and
modeling (e.g., MacKenzie et al. 2006). In this special
case, the incidence probability pi can be interpreted as
occupancy rate of species i in the study area. Our
proposed formula p̃i ¼ (Yi/T )(1  k̂eĥYi ) for detected
species provides a nonparametric adjustment to the
sample occupancy rate (i.e.,Yi/T ) and thus can provide a
better estimator of the true occupancy rate in the study
area.
Our proposed estimator for the RAD/RID is also
potentially useful in other inference problems. For
example, the proposed RAD can be used for estimating
any diversity measure that is a function of species
relative abundances ( p1, p2, . . . , pS). An enormous
number of diversity measures have been proposed, not
only in ecology but also in other disciplines, e.g.,
genetics, economics, information sciences, physics, and
social sciences, among others; see Magurran and McGill
(2011). Hill numbers (including the Shannon diversity
and Simpson diversity), originally proposed by Hill
(1973) have been increasingly used to quantify species
diversity. We speciﬁcally discuss (in Appendix E) the use
of our estimated RAD in the estimation of diversity
proﬁles based on Hill numbers. The resulting proﬁles
signiﬁcantly improve over the empirical diversity measures mainly because the relative abundances of
undetected species can be incorporated.
In another important application, when diversity
measures are complicated functions of species sample
abundances, and their variances are therefore difﬁcult to
estimate analytically, our proposed RAD estimator can
be bootstrapped to assess their sampling variances and
to construct the associated conﬁdence intervals. This
approach was applied to obtain the variances of the
estimator given in Eq. 4d (see Sampling variances of our
estimators) and the diversity estimators (see Appendix
E). It has many potential applications in the analyses of
beta diversity and related similarity (or differentiation)
measures based on species relative abundances.
All the estimation procedures and estimators proposed in this study are featured in the freeware
application JADE ( joint species-rank abundance distribution/estimation; available online).7 The R scripts for
JADE are available in the Supplement.
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APPENDIX A: Simulation results based on two theoretical abundnace distributions and four
large empirical surveys
Comparisons of the true RAD, the empirical RAD and the proposed RAD for six scenarios
In this appendix, we report the simulation results for six scenarios including the one
presented in Fig. 1 of the main text. We simulated data from two theoretical abundance
distributions (the Zipf-Mandelbrot model and the log-normal model) and treated four large
empirical diversity surveys as the complete assemblages. In the latter case, the species-rank
abundance distribution from each survey was assumed to be the “true” complete RAD. The
six scenarios are described below. In each case, if (p1, p2, …, pS) are fixed parameters, then we
give the true value of the CV (coefficient of variation, which is the ratio of standard deviation
and mean) of these probabilities. The CV value quantifies the degree of heterogeneity of the
probabilities (p1, p2, …, pS). When all probabilities are equal, CV = 0. A larger value of CV
signifies higher degree of heterogeneity among probabilities. If (p1, p2, …, pS) are random
variables generated from a distribution (e.g., the log-normal model, as described below), then
the average values of CV over 200 simulated data sets are given to approximate the true
theoretical value.
Scenario 1 (The Zipf-Mandelbrot model with 200 species). The relative abundances of the
complete assemblage take the general form pi = c / (2 + i), i =1, 2, …, 200, where c is a
normalized constant such that the sum of the relative abundances is unity; see Magurran
(2004) for an introduction of the Zipf-Mandelbrot model. CV = 1.751.
Scenario 2: (The log-normal model with 200 species). We first generated 200 random
variables (a1, a2, …, a200) from a normal distribution with mean μ = 0 and standard deviation
σ = 1. The species relative abundance of species i of the complete assemblage takes the form
pi = c exp(ai), where c is a normalized constant. Then all samples were generated from the
relative abundances (p1, p2, …, p200) throughout the simulation. CV = 1.439 for the generated
set used in our simulation.
Scenarios 3, 4, 5: We treated three tree data sets collected by Chazdon and colleagues as the
complete assemblages; see Norden et al. (2009) for details. The three data sets include species
abundance survey data taken, respectively, from the LEP old-growth forest site (Scenario 3,
152 species, 943 individuals, CV = 1.545), the LEP older second-growth forest site (Scenario
4, 104 species, 1263 individuals, CV = 2.339), and the LS younger second-growth forest site
(Scenario 5, 76 species, 1020 individuals, CV = 2.305). The species abundance frequency
counts for the three surveys are given in Table A1.
Scenario 6: We treated the census data of Miller and Wiegert (1989) for endangered and rare
vascular plant species in the central portion of the southern Appalachian Region (USA) as the
true assemblage. The species abundance frequency counts for this survey are given in Table
A1; a total of 188 species were represented by 1008 individuals. CV = 1.563.
1

Given the species relative abundances of each complete assemblage, we generated 200
data sets of sample sizes 200, 400 and 800. Then for each generated data set, we obtained the
empirical RAD and the proposed RAD. Comparisons of the true RAD of the complete
assemblage, the empirical RAD curves, and the proposed RAD curves are shown in Fig. A1.
All the patterns are generally consistent with those presented in Fig. 1 of the main text for
Scenario 1. Therefore, the findings and interpretations discussed in the main text for Scenario
1 can be applied to all other scenarios. We thus omit the details.
Table A1. Species abundance frequency counts for Scenarios 3–6.
Scenario 3. LEP old-growth forest, 152 species, 943 individuals (Norden et al. 2009)
i
fi

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

13

15

16

18

46

30

16

12

6

5

3

4

5

4

1

3

1

1

1

i
fi

19

20

25

38

39

40

46

52

55

1

4

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

Scenario 4. LEP older (29 years) second-growth forest, 104 species, 1263 individuals (Norden
et al. 2009)
i
fi
i
fi

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

33

15

13

4

5

3

3

1

2

1

4

2

2

1

2

16

17

20

22

39

45

57

72

88

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

132 133 178
1

1

1

Scenario 5. LS younger (21 years) second-growth forest, 76 species, 1020 individuals
(Norden et al. 2009)
i
fi
i
fi

1

2

3
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7

8
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34

29

13
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2

3

4

1

2

2

1

2

2

1

1

1

35
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1

1

1

1

127 131 174
1

1

1

2

Scenariio 6. The extant rare vaascular plantt species in the southerrn Appalachhians, 188 sp
pecies,
1008 individuals (M
Miller and Wiegert
W
19889)
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Comparison of the sample relative abundance and the adjusted estimator
In Eq. 4d of the main text, we derive for a detected species i (i.e., species sample
frequency Xi > 0) the following adjusted estimator of the plug-in estimator:

X
ˆ
~
pi  i (1  ˆe  X i ) .
n

(A.1)

This adjusted estimator also provides a simple nonparametric relationship between the species
sample relative abundance (i.e., Xi /n) and the estimated true relative abundance in the entire
assemblage. To examine the relative performance of the two estimators for each species, we
conducted simulations by generating data sets from a Zipf-Manelbrot model with 200 species
(Scenario 1 described in Appendix A) and from the assemblage of vascular plants with 188
species (Scenario 6 described in Appendix A).
The species in each assemblage are ordered and indexed from the most abundant (with
an index 1) to the least abundant (with an index 200 in the Zipf-Mandelbrot model, and an
index 188 in the vascular plant assemblage). Given the species relative abundances, we
generated 5000 samples for three sample sizes (200, 400 and 800). For each generated sample,
the abundance for each detected species was recorded; the plug-in and the adjusted estimators
were calculated. For each particular species, we only considered those samples in which that
species was detected because the focus was on estimating the relative abundance of a detected
species. The number of times that each species was detected in the 5000 generated samples
varies with species, and thus the number of simulated samples used to obtain the averages of
the relative biases and RMSEs are different. In Figs. A2 and A3, we respectively present the
plots of the average relative bias (with respect to the true relative abundance) and the RMSE
for each species indexed from the most abundant to the least abundant.
Based on Figs. A2 and A3, we have the following findings:
(1) Both figures reveal that for those relatively abundant species the plug-in estimator works
well and is nearly unbiased, and thus no adjustment is actually needed. This is predicted
from our theory discussed in the main text. Due to downward bias-correction, the adjusted
estimator is nevertheless subject to slight negative bias for relatively abundant species, but
the difference in bias between the two estimators for relatively abundant species is
generally limited.
(2) For those relatively rare species, the plug-in estimator exhibits positive bias, reiterating
our theory (Eq. 1 of the main text). The degree of the positive bias increases with
increasing relative rarity of each species, as shown by the increasing trend of the relative
bias when species abundance is decreased. Fig. A2 shows that our adjusted estimator for
the relatively rare species can reduce the positive bias inherent in the plug-in estimator;
the reduction is substantial for smaller sample sizes (n = 200 and 400).
(3) Fig. A3 further demonstrates that the adjusted estimator is generally more accurate in
terms of smaller RMSE. The improvement over the plug-in estimator is clearly seen for
smaller sample sizes (n = 200 and 400) and also increases with increasing relative rarity of
each species.
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Scenario 6: Vascular plants
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Fig. A2. The average relative bias of the plug-in estimator pˆ i  X i / n and the proposed
ˆ
p  ( X / n)(1  ˆe  X i ) (Eq. A.1 or Eq. 4d of the main text) for species
adjusted estimator ~
i

i

ordered and indexed from the most abundant to the least abundant under the Zipf-Mandelbrot
model (left panels) and the assemblage of vascular plants (right panels) for sample sizes 200
(upper panels), 400 (middle panels) and 800 (lower panels). The horizontal dotted line in each
panel represents the relative bias = 0 line.
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Scenario 6: Vascular plants
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Fig. A3. The root mean squared error (RMSE) of the plug-in estimator pˆ i  X i / n and the
ˆ
p  ( X / n)(1  ˆe  X i ) (Eq. A.1 or Eq. 4d of the main text) for
proposed adjusted estimator ~
i

i

species ordered and indexed from the most abundant to the least abundant under the
Zipf-Mandelbrot model (left panels) and the assemblage of vascular plants (right panels) for
sample sizes 200 (upper panels), 400 (middle panels) and 800 (lower panels).
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APPENDIX B: A generalization of Good-Turing sample coverage theory.
Assume that there are S species in the assemblage and that the true species relative
S
abundances are (p1, p2, …, pS), i 1 pi  1 . Suppose a random sample of n individuals is
selected with replacement. Let Xi denote the abundance of the i-th species in the sample, i = 1,
2, …, S. The coverage of the sample originally developed by Turing and Good (Good 1953) is
expressed as

C

1



i detected

S

pi  pi I ( X i  0),

(B.1)

i 1

where I(A) is an indicator function that equals 1 when A is true and 0 otherwise. The leading
superscript “1” in the notation 1C signifies that this is the first-order of our generalization of
sample coverage. This sample coverage can be regarded as one measure of sample
completeness, giving the fraction of the true relative abundances of those species detected in
the sample (or equivalently, the proportion of the total number of individuals in an assemblage
that belong to the species represented in the sample). Subtracting the sample coverage from
unity gives the “coverage deficit” (Chao and Jost 2012), 1C def , the proportion of the
assemblage belonging to undetected species:
S

Cdef  1  1C   pi I ( X i  0).

1

(B.2)

i 1

The second-order sample coverage is defined as the fraction of the squared true relative
abundances of those species detected in the sample. It can be expressed as

2

C



i detected
S
2
i 1 i



S

pi2

p



 pi2 I ( X i  0)
i 1

i1 pi2
S

.

(B.3)

The second-order sample coverage quantifies the sample completeness for very abundant or
dominant species. The expected second-order sample coverage is
S

E ( 2C )  1 

 pi2 (1  pi ) n
i 1

i1 pi2
S

.

The denominator and numerator for the right-most term in the above formula can be
accurately estimated. The minimum variance unbiased estimator of iS1 pi2 is

 X 2 X i ( X i  1) /[n(n  1)] (Good 1953). Using a similar derivation as in Chao et al. (2009),
i

1

2

2 f 2  ( n  2) f 2 
we can obtain an estimator for i 1 p (1  pi ) as

 if f2, f3 > 0;
n( n  1)  ( n  2) f 2  3 f 3 
details are provided below for a general case. We have the following estimator for the
second-order sample coverage:
S

n

2
i

2

2

 (n  2) f 2 
2 f2

 .
 X i 2 X i ( X i  1)  (n  2) f 2  3 f 3 

Cˆ  1 

(B.4)

The deficit of the second-order sample coverage is defined as 2Cdef  1 2C , leading to the
corresponding estimator:
2

2

Cˆ def

 (n  2) f 2 
2 f2

 .

 X i 2 X i ( X i  1)  (n  2) f 2  3 f 3 

(B.5)

We can extend the above approach to define the r-th order sample coverage as

r

C



i detected
S
r
i 1 i



S

pir

p



 pir I ( X i  0)
i 1

i1 pir
S

,

r = 1, 2, …,

with the expected value
S

E(rC)  1 

 pir (1  pi ) n
i 1

i1 pir
S

.

We separately estimate the denominator and numerator for the right-most term in the above
S
formula. The minimum variance unbiased estimator of i 1 pir for r ≤ n is  X i r X i( r ) / n ( r )

(Good, 1953), where X i( r )  X i ( X i  1)...( X i  r  1) and n ( r )  n(n  1)...( n  r  1) denote
the descending factorial. We now derive an estimator for the numerator

i1 pir (1  pi ) n
S

(provided fr, fr+1 > 0) following Chao et al. (2009) approach. Under the model that the species
sample frequencies (X1, X2, …, XS) follow a multinomial distribution with parameters (p1,
p2, …, p S ), we have
(k )

 S
 S n
E( f k )  E  I ( X i  k )   
pik (1  pi ) nk , k = 0, 1, …, n.
 i1
 i1 k!
Then we can write
(r )

r!
r n
 p (1  pi )   n ( r ) (1  pi )  r! pir (1  pi ) nr 
i 1
i 1


S

r
i

n

S

r!
r!  S

r



(
1
p
)
P
(
X
r
)
E  (1  pi ) r I [ X i  r ] .
i
i
(r )
(r )
n
i 1 n
 i1

S



2

S

Note that in the sum  (1  pi ) r I [ X i  r ] , only species with sample frequency r would
 i1

contribute a term (1  pi ) r , and other species do not contribute. Denote the mean relative
abundance for all species with sample frequency r by p(r ) . We have an approximation
formula:

S

r
r
 (1  pi ) I [ X i  r ]  f r  (1  p( r ) ) ,
 i1

implying
S

 pir (1  pi ) n 
i 1

r! E ( f r )
(1  p( r ) ) r .
n(r )

(B.6)

To estimate p(r ) , we consider the following expected sum:
S
p n(r ) r
pi
pi (1  pi ) nr
I[ X i  r]   i
i 1 1  pi
i 1 1  pi r!
S

E

r 1
r  1 S n ( r 1) r 1
E ( f r 1 ) .
pi (1  pi ) n( r 1) 


nr
n  r i 1 (r  1)!

(B.7)

Applying the same approach used in the derivation of Eq. B.6, we have

p( r )
pi
I[ X i  r] 
E( fr ) .
1  p( r )
i 1 1  pi
S

E

(B.8)

Substituting the expected frequency counts involved in Eqs. B.7 and B.8 by sample data, we
obtain

p( r )
1  p( r )

fr 

r 1
f r 1 .
nr

Therefore, we can solve p(r ) in the above equation to get
p( r ) 

( r  1) f r 1
.
( n  r ) f r  (r  1) f r 1

Substituting the resulting p(r ) into Eq. B.6, we obtain the following estimator of

i1 pir (1  pi ) n :
S

3

r! f r
n(r )

r



(n  r ) f r

 .
 (n  r ) f r  (r  1) f r 1 

These lead to the following coverage estimator:
r

Cˆ  1 

r! f r
X i r X i( r )

r



(n  r ) f r

 .
 (n  r ) f r  (r  1) f r 1 

(B.9)

For r = 1, it reduces to Eq. 2b of the main text, and for r = 2, it reduces to Eq. B.4 and Eq. 3a
of the main text. The corresponding estimator for the deficit of the r-th order sample coverage
is
r

Cˆ def 

r! f r
 X i r X i( r )

r



(n  r ) f r

 .
 (n  r ) f r  (r  1) f r 1 

For r = 1, it reduces to Eq. 2c of the main text, and for r = 2, it reduces to Eq. B.5 and Eq. 3b
of the main text.
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APPENDIX C: Other models for the relative abundances of the undetected species.
In our estimation procedures, we adopt a nonparametric method for adjusting sample
relative abundances for species detected in a sample (Eq. 4d of the main text). The adjustment
method for detected species is valid for all species abundance distributions. For estimating the
species relative abundances for undetected species, a functional form of parametric model is
needed. In the main text, we assume a geometric series model based on an estimated number
of undetected species fˆ0 (see Eq. 5a of the main text). There are other models or distributions
that could be applied to the set of undetected species indexed by 1, 2, …, fˆ .
0

The broken-stick model
Under a broken-stick model with fˆ0 species, Pielou (1975) and Baczkowski (2000)
showed that the i-th ordered species relative abundance of the set

( p1  p2  ...  p fˆ ) takes
0

the form:
1 K
K 1 1
pi   
 ...   
fˆ0  i i  1
fˆ0  fˆ0

fˆ0 i

1
,
0  j

 fˆ
j 0

i = 1, 2, …, fˆ0 ,

where K is a normalized constant such that the sum of the relative abundances is equal to the
coverage deficit estimator 1Ĉ def (Eq. 2c in the main text), i.e.,
fˆ0

 pi  1Cˆ def .
i 1

Because the expected relative abundances have an analytic form as indicated above, the RAD
is fully determined by the number of undetected species. The model is thus not flexible.
The Poisson log-normal model
As indicated in Magurran (2004, p. 39), the continuous log-normal model should only be
applied to continuous abundance data, such as biomass or cover measures, rather than to
discrete data. For individual-based data, Bulmer (1974) presented a Poisson log-normal model.
When Bulmer’s model is used to the set of undetected species, the species relative abundances
are:


2

(log   M )
1   i2 e   2V
pi ( M , V ) 
e
d ,

2 V 0 (i  1)!

i = 1, 2, …, fˆ0 ,

where M and V denote respectively the mean and variance of the log-normal distribution.
Based on the Eqs. 6a and 6b in the main text, we have the following two equations for the
1

undetected species in terms of two parameters M and V:



fˆ0

pi   pi ( M , V )  1Cˆ def ;

i  undetected

i 1

 X i 2 X i ( X i  1)
2
.
p    pi ( M , V )  2Cˆ def 
n(n  1)
i  undetected
i 1


2
i

fˆ0

Comparison of models using spider data
For the spider data (with 26 detected species and an estimate of 18 undetected species)
discussed in the main text, we compare in Fig. C1 the empirical RAD and three fitted RADs
including the proposed RAD curve based on a geometric series model, the broken-stick model,
and the Poisson log-normal model. These three models were only fitted to the undetected
species; for the 26 detected species, Eq. 4d of the main text is used for adjusting the plug-in
estimator for all three models. So there are no differences in the adjusted relative abundances
for the 26 detected species, as shown in Table C1 where the estimated complete RAD under
each of the three models are listed.
For the proposed geometric series model, we also obtained the bootstrap s.e. based on
5000 replications. See the main text for the description of the bootstrap method. From Fig. C1
and Table C1, the Poisson log-normal and our proposed geometric series model yield almost
identical RADs for this example. Here the parameters for the Poisson log-normal model are
estimated to be M̂ = 6.089 and Vˆ = 4.779 by the above system of nonlinear equations. (For
some other data sets, solutions may not exist.) Except for a few species in the broken-stick
model, the empirical RAD which ignores the set of the undetected species gives higher
relative abundances than those in the other three models. The broken-stick model yields
substantial low abundances for the tail of the fitted RAD.
Our simulation studies have suggested that the iterative steps for the Poisson log-normal
models in many cases failed to converge to proper solutions. This is the main drawback to fit
a Poisson log-normal model. For the simple geometric series model we used, all the iterative
steps converged quickly. As discussed in the main text, we use these models only for
modeling the undetected tail distribution; unless the assemblage is poorly sampled, the
relative abundances of those undetected species (i.e., in the “tail” of the estimated RAD) are
typically very small. Thus, the choice of the model for estimating the relative abundances of
undetected species is a minor issue in our approach.

2

Fig. C1. Comparison of the em
mpirical RA
AD curve (b
blue solid lin
ne) and threee fitted RA
AD
curves ffor the spideer data discu
ussed in thee main text: the proposed RAD cur
urve based on
o a
geometrric series model
m
(red so
olid line), thhe broken-sttick model (fuchsia
(
dottted line), and the
Poissonn log-normal model (green dotted lline). All these three models
m
were fitted only to the
set of unndetected sppecies. The adjustmentt method (E
Eq. 4d of thee main text) for the 26 detected
d
species is independdent of species abundannce distribu
utions or mo
odels.
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Table C1. Comparison of the estimated species-rank abundances of the empirical RAD and
the estimated RADs based on three models (geometric series, Poisson log-normal, and
broken-stick) fitted to the set of undetected species for the spider data discussed in the main
text. The estimated abundances for the detected species are in black print; the estimated
abundances for the undetected species are in red print. The empirical RAD applies only to 26
observed species whereas the other three models additionally consider 18 undetected species.
The three models differ only in the estimated abundances for undetected species as the
estimated abundances of the 26 detected species for all three models are based on the same
adjusted formula (Eq. 4d of the main text). The bootstrap s.e. of the adjusted estimator for
each detected species under the geometric series model is based on 5000 bootstrap
replications.
Species

Empirical

Geometric

Poisson

Broken-stick

rank

RAD

series model (s.e.)

log-normal

model

1

0.2738

0.2735 (0.0349)

0.2735

0.2735

2

0.1310

0.1282 (0.261)

0.1282

0.1282

3

0.1012

0.0973 (0.0228)

0.0973

0.0973

4

0.0893

0.0849 (0.0213)

0.0849

0.0849

5

0.0893

0.0849 (0.0215)

0.0849

0.0849

6

0.0536

0.0482 (0.0162)

0.0482

0.0482

7

0.0476

0.0422 (0.0151)

0.0422

0.0422

8

0.0357

0.0306 (0.0130)

0.0306

0.0306

9

0.0357

0.0306 (0.0128)

0.0306

0.0306

10

0.0238

0.0194 (0.0100)

0.0194

0.0194

11

0.0119

0.0091 (0.0060)

0.0091

0.0138

12

0.0119

0.0091 (0.0060)

0.0091

0.0099

13

0.0119

0.0091 (0.0061)

0.0091

0.0091

14

0.0119

0.0091 (0.0060)

0.0091

0.0091

15

0.0060

0.0044

0.0091

16

0.0060

0.0044 (0.0039)

0.0044

0.0091

17

0.0060

0.0044 (0.0039)

0.0044

0.0079

18

0.0060

0.0044 (0.0039)

0.0044

0.0066

19

0.0060

0.0044 (0.0038)

0.0044

0.0056

20

0.0060

0.0044 (0.0039)

0.0044

0.0048

21

0.0060

0.0044 (0.0039)

0.0044

0.0044

22

0.0060

0.0044 (0.0039)

0.0044

0.0044

23

0.0060

0.0044 (0.0039)

0.0044

0.0044

24

0.0060

0.0044 (0.0037)

0.0044

0.0044

25

0.0060

0.0044 (0.0039)

0.0044

0.0044

26

0.0060

0.0044 (0.0038)

0.0044

0.0044

0.0044 (*)

4

27

0.0044 (0.0039)

0.0044

0.0044

28

0.0044

0.0044

0.0044

29

0.0043

0.0044

0.0044

30

0.0042

0.0043

0.0044

31

0.0042

0.0043

0.0044

32

0.0041

0.0042

0.0044

33

0.0041

0.0042

0.0041

34

0.0040

0.0041

0.0036

35

0.0040

0.0040

0.0031

36

0.0039

0.0040

0.0026

37

0.0039

0.0039

0.0022

38

0.0038

0.0038

0.0019

39

0.0038

0.0038

0.0015

40

0.0037

0.0037

0.0012

41

0.0037

0.0036

0.0010

42

0.0036

0.0036

0.0007

43

0.0036

0.0035

0.0005

44

0.0035

0.0031

0.0002

*An undetected species, so its bootstrap s.e. is not obtainable;
see the subsection Sampling variances of our estimators of the
main text for explanation.
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APPENDIX D: Unveiling the species-rank incidence distribution for incidence data.
In the main text, we introduced the basic model, data format and terminology for
incidence data. In order for this presentation to be self-contained, we duplicate the
introductory text here; see Colwell et al. (2012) and Chao et al. (2014) for the necessary
backgrounds. Assume that in the focal assemblage there are S different species indexed by 1,
2, …, S. For any sampling unit, assume that the ith species has its own unique incidence (or
occurrence) probability πi that is constant for any randomly selected sampling unit. The
incidence probability πi is the probability that species i is detected in a sampling unit. The
species incidence distribution (SID) and the corresponding species-rank incidence
distribution (RID) refer to the set (π1, π2, …, πS) of the S species.
Assume that a set of T sampling units are randomly selected from the study area with
replacement. The underlying data consist of an S × T detection/non-detection matrix {Wij; i =
1, 2, …, S, j = 1, 2, …, T}; here Wij = 1 if species i is detected in sampling unit j, and Wij = 0
T
otherwise, i = 1, 2, …, S, j = 1, 2, …, T. Let Yi   j 1Wij denotes the sample species
incidence frequency of species i. Denote the incidence frequency counts by (Q0 , Q1 , ... , QT ) ,
where Q k is the number of species that are detected in exactly k sampling units in the data, k
= 0, 1,…, T. The unobservable zero frequency count Q0 denotes the number of species among
the S species present in the assemblage that are not detected in any of the T sampling units.
Also, Q1 represents the number of “unique” species (those that are detected in only one
sampling unit), and Q2 represents the number of “duplicate” species (those that are detected in

only two sampling units). Define the sample incidence probability as ˆ i  Yi / T , which is
the conventional plug-in estimator. The empirical RID is based on this plug-in estimator.

All derivations below are based on that Yi, i = 1, 2,…, S follows a binomial distribution
with the total number T and the detection probability  i :
S T 
P(Yi  yi , i  1, 2,..., S )     iyi (1   i )T  yi .
i 1  yi 

Chao et al. (1992) first defined the sample coverage for a set of T sampling units as the
following expression:

C* 

1



S

i

i detected
S

i1  i



  i I (Yi  0)
i 1

i1  i
S

,

(D.1)

where I(A) is an indicator function that equals 1 when A is true and 0 otherwise. Here we use
a superscript “*” to refer to the sample coverage of incidence data, and use a leading
superscript “1” to signify that this is the first-order of our generalization of sample coverage.
The sample coverage quantifies the fraction of the total incidence probabilities of the
1

discovered species in the T sampling units. It is an objective measure of sample completeness
for incidence data. Subtracting the sample coverage from unity gives the fraction of the
assemblage belonging to the undetected species. As with the abundance data, we denote the
*
first-order coverage deficit by 1Cdef
, which can be expressed as (Chao and Jost 2012):

*
Cdeficit
 1  1C * 

1



S

i

i undetected

i1 i
S



  i I (Yi  0)
i 1

i 1 i
S

.

(D.2)

Following exactly the same approach for abundance data, we can generalize the sample
coverage theory to incidence data by defining the r-th order sample coverage as

  r I (Y  0) , r = 1, 2, …
 i 1 i S ir
i1 i
S

r

C

*

(D.3)

with the expected value

 r (1   i )T

i 1 i
)  1
.
S
i1 ir
S

r

E( C

*

If the incidence frequency counts Qr and Qr+1 are both non-zero, then we have the following
estimator
r

Cˆ *  1 

r!Qr
Yi r Yi ( r )

r



(T  r )Qr

 , r = 1, 2, …
 (T  r )Qr  (r  1)Qr 1 

(D.4)

where Yi ( r )  Yi (Yi  1)...(Yi  r  1) denotes the descending factorial. The estimator in Eq. D.4
is derived by noting that the minimum variance unbiased estimator of

Y r Yi ( r ) / T ( r )
i

(Good, 1953), and an estimator for
r!Qr
T (r )

i1  ir is
S

i1  ir (1   i )T is (if Qr, Qr+1 > 0)
S

r



(T  r )Qr

 .



(
T
r
)
Q
(
r
1
)
Q
1
r
r



The derivation is parallel to that given in Appendix B for abundance data. The corresponding
r *
r *
estimator for the deficit of the r-th order coverage is Cˆ def  1  Cˆ , i.e.,

r

*

Cˆ def

r!Qr
Yi r Yi ( r )

r



(T  r )Qr

 , r = 1, 2, …
 (T  r )Qr  (r  1)Qr 1 

Estimated the RID for incidence data
Similar derivation steps as those for abundance data lead to the following adjusted estimator
for a detected species:
2

~i 

ˆ
Yi
(1  ˆe  Yi ) , Yi > 0.
T

Since an unbiased estimator for
unbiased estimator for

i1 
S

2
i

i1  i
S

(D.5)

(the denominator of 1C*) is
2

 Y 1 Yi / T , and an
i

Y  2 Yi (Yi  1) /[T (T  1)] , the

*

(the denominator of C ) is

i

two parameters λ and θ satisfy the following two equations:



 i
 i   (Yi / T )(1  e  Y )  1Cˆ *  Y 1 ;

i detected



i

i

Y


 i2   [(Yi / T )(1  e  X )]2  2Cˆ *  Y 2
i

i

i  detected

(D.6)

T

Yi 1

Yi (Yi  1)

T (T  1)

Yi 1

.

(D.7)

Any software can be readily used to obtain the solution ̂ and ˆ in the above system of
nonlinear equations. If the solution ˆ is out of the range of [0, 1], we replace it by 1 so that
the model reduces to the one-parameter case. A bootstrap method as the one we proposed for
abundance data in the main text can be similarly applied to assess the sampling variance of
the estimator ~i and construct the associated confidence interval of  i .
Based on the Chao2 lower bound or estimator (Chao, 1987), we have the following
estimator for the number of the undetected species in T sampling units:

(T  1) Q12
, if Q2  0;

T
Q
2
ˆ
2
Q0  
 (T  1) Q1 (Q1  1) , if Q  0.
2
 T
2

(D.8)

Assuming a geometric series for the incidence probabilities for the undetected species, i.e.,
 i   i , i  1, 2, ..., Qˆ 0 , we obtain the following two equations in terms of two parameters α
and β for the undetected species:
Qˆ 0
Y 1 Yi


(D.9)
  i  1Cˆ def*  Ti ;

i
i 1
i  undetected



Y 2
*
 i2   ( i ) 2  2Cˆ def


i undetected

Qˆ0

i

Yi (Yi  1)

T (T  1)

i 1

.

(D.10)

We can solve ̂ and ̂ by the above system of nonlinear equations. Therefore, the
proposed estimated relative abundances for the undetected species are

~i  ˆˆ i , i  1, 2,... , Qˆ 0 .

(D.11)

Combining the adjustment method for detected species in Eq. D.5 and the estimated relative
abundances for undetected species in Eq. D.11, we can construct a complete RAD based on T
sampling units.
Soil ciliates example
3

The incidence frequency counts for the ciliates data described in the main text are
summarized in the following table (Foissner et al. 2005):
k

1

2

3

4

5

Qk 150 53

42

18

12

6

7

8 9 10 12 13 14 15

9 10

7 6

1

2 3

2

1

k 17 19 20 22 23 24 26 27 29 32 33 34 35 37 39
Qk 1

1 1

1

1

1

1 1

1

1

1 1

1

1

1

The estimation procedures are generally parallel to those presented for the abundance data, as
illustrated in Fig. 2 of the main text. We omit the details. The first- and second-order sample
coverage estimates are respectively 88.45% and 99.38%; the corresponding coverage deficit
estimates are thus respectively 11.55% and 0.62%. Also, we have Y 1 Yi / T =1281/51 = 25.12
i

(the average number of incidences per sampling unit) and

Yi  2 Yi (Yi  1) /[T (T  1)] = 6.1082.

Based on these statistics and data, the numerical solution for Eqs. D.6 and D.7 are ̂ = 0.3264
and ˆ  0.1528 ; and the numerical solution for Eqs. D.9 and D.10 are ˆ  0.0139 , and ˆ 
0.999934; see the main text for more analysis. The estimated decay factor ˆ is close to unity, so
the estimated relative abundances for the 209 undetected species (Fig. 3 in the main text) differ
little.
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APPENDIX E: Estimating diversity profile based on the proposed RAD estimator
(for abundance data).
With the estimated RAD, we can infer many parameters of the focal assemblage. Here
we present the estimation of diversity (Hill numbers) profile. Hill (1973) integrated species
richness and species abundances into a class of diversity measures later called Hill numbers,
or the effective numbers of species, defined as
1 / (1 q )

q

S
D    piq 
 i1 

,

q ≠ 1.

(E.1)

The parameter q determines the sensitivity of the measure to the relative abundances. When q
= 0, 0D is simply species richness. For q = 1, Eq. E.1 is undefined, but its limit as q tends to 1
is the exponential of the familiar Shannon index, referred to as Shannon diversity (Chao et al.
2014). When q = 2, Eq. E.1 yields Simpson diversity, the inverse of the Simpson
concentration. A complete characterization of the abundance-based species diversity of an
assemblage is conveyed by a diversity profile – a plot of q D versus q – from q = 0 to q = 3
or 4 (beyond 3 or 4 it generally changes little). The diversity profile also completely
characterizes the RAD itself.
It is well known that the empirical diversity profile obtained by substituting sample
relative abundances (the “plug-in estimator”) into Eq. E.1 underestimates the true profile
especially for q ≤ 1. Previous approaches to correcting for this negative bias were proposed
only for non-negative integers q = 0, 1 and 2 (see Gotelli and Chao 2013 for a review). Now,
with our proposed RAD estimator, we can provide a bias-corrected diversity profile for all q ≥
0, including non-integer values of q, by Eqs. 4d and 6c of the main text.
The variance of the resulting diversity estimator and the associated confidence intervals
for the diversity of order q can also be constructed by a bootstrap method based on sampling
with replacement from the estimated RAD. The bootstrap procedures are similar to those
presented in the main text in the section Sampling variances of our estimators. First, a random
sample of n individuals is generated from the estimated RAD with replacement to obtain a
new set of species sample abundances. Based on this new set, we then calculate new coverage
estimates (1Cˆ , 2Cˆ ) and their deficits, a new estimated number of undetected species, and new
estimates ( ̂ , ˆ ) and ( ̂ , ̂ ); all these new statistics are then substituted into Eqs. 4d and 6c

to obtain a new RAD estimator. That is, all statistics in our RAD estimator are replaced by
those computed from the new generated set of species sample abundances. Then a bootstrap
diversity estimate q D̂* , based on the estimated RAD is calculated. The procedure is
replicated B times to obtain B bootstrap diversity estimates {q Dˆ *1 , qDˆ *2 , ..., qDˆ *B } (B = 1,000
is suggested in confidence interval construction). The bootstrap variance estimator of q Dˆ is
the sample variance of these B estimates. Moreover, the 2.5% and 97.5% percentiles of these
B bootstrap estimates can be used to construct a 95% confidence interval. Similar procedures
can be used to derive variance estimators for any other estimator (e.g., empirical diversity)
1

and theiir associatedd confidencce intervals (see the exaample below
w).
Examplle (abundannce data)
In Fig. E1, wee show the diversity
d
proofile based on the empiirical RAD and the estimated
RAD reespectively for
f the spider data disccussed in thee main text (26 detecteed species an
nd an
estimatee of 18 undeetected speccies, Sackettt et al. 2011
1). The asso
ociated 95%
% confidencee
intervals using 1,0000 bootstrap
p replicationns are also shown.
s
For any order qq, 0  q  3 , the
estimateed diversityy of order q is higher thhan the correesponding empirical
e
diiversity. Wh
hen q ≤
1, substtantial differrences existt between thhe two profiiles; the diffference aris es because in our
approacch the contriibution from
m undetecteed species iss included whereas
w
the empirical
estimatees ignore thhe undetecteed species. W
We later usee simulation
n to show thhe estimated
d
diversityy profile baased on the proposed
p
RA
RAD estimattor eliminates most of tthe negativee bias
associatted with thee empirical diversity
d
pro
rofile.

Fig. E1. Comparisoon of the em
mpirical divversity profile (blue dasshed line) annd estimated
diversityy profile (reed solid linee) as a functtion of ordeer q, 0  q  3 , for the aabundance data of
forest sppiders (Sackkett et al. 20
011). The shhaded areas denote the 95% confiddence interv
vals
based onn 1000 bootstrap repliccations from
m the estimaated RAD.

Simulattion comparrisons of em
mpirical diveersity profiles and the proposed
p
diiversity proffiles
Baased on the same
s
scenarrios used inn Appendix A,
A we exam
mine in Fig. E2 the diveersity
profiles based on thhe estimated
d RAD. Forr each generrated data set under a pparticular sccenario,
we com
mpare the truue diversity profile of thhe completee assemblag
ge, the empiirical diverssity
profile, and the estiimated diveersity profilee for 0 ≤ q ≤ 3. All emp
pirical diverrsity profilees are
much beelow the truue curves an
nd thus exhiibit negativee biases, esp
pecially forr q ≤ 1. The biases
2

are substantial for n = 200. Our estiamted profile eliminates much of the bias and produces
nearly unbiased diversity estimates (which fluctuate below and above the true profile) when q
is not close to 0. Note that when q is equal to 0, our estimate is the Chao1 estimator, which is
an estimated lower bound of the true species richness.
In the literature, the most widely used measures under the framework of Hill numbers
are the species richness (q = 0), Shannon diversity (q = 1) and Simpson diversity (q = 2). For
q = 0, the empirical diversity is the observed species richness; its bias is thus the number of
undetected species in the sample. This bias-correction issue is a well known subject in many
disciplines; see Chao and Chiu (2012) for a review. For q = 1, the empirical diversity is the
observed exponential of Shannon entropy, which also exhibits substantial negative bias in
hyper-diverse assemblages; see Chao et al. (2013). Our simulation results (Fig. E2) reveal that
the diversity estimates based on the proposed RAD perform much better than the empirical
diversity measures. However, our estimation procedures require solving nonlinear equations
(Eqs. 4b, 4c and Eqs. 6a, 6b) and occasionally the solutions may not lie in the expected range,
as discussed after Eq. 4c in the main text. We are currently working on analytic estimators of
diversity and entropy profiles.
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Fig. E2. Comparisoon of the tru
ue diversityy profile of the
t complette assemblagge (light blu
ue line
in each panel), the empirical diversity
d
proofiles (superrimposed daark blue linees with 200
0
replicatiions) and thhe estimated
d diversity pprofiles baseed on the prroposed RA
AD estimato
or
(superim
mposed red lines with 200
2 replicattions) for saample size 200
2 (left pannels), 400 (m
middle
panels) and 800 (right panels). Data sets w
were generaated from tw
wo theoreticcal abundan
nce
distribuutions (the Zipf-Mandel
Z
lbrot modell and the log
g-normal model) and foour plant
assembllages (see Appendix
A
A for data dettails). For each assemb
blage and eaach sample size,
s
200 dataa sets were generated, thus there aare 200 estim
mated profilles (200 redd lines and 200
2 dark
blue lines). Note thhat the X-ax
xis is the ordder of Hill numbers,
n
wh
hile the Y-axxis is in uniits of
“effectivve number of
o species”..
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